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Press release, OPENFLYERS, July 25th 2011

OPENFLYERS HOTLINE: COMING SOON!
Willing to offer the best service to its customers and to process their inquiries,
place an hotline (excluding fixing support).

openflyers will soon put in

Our hotline will be available on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, from 9 to 1 PM and 2 to 5 PM,
whatever membership you have subscribed (For the moment, please send us an e-mail, and we will
communicate you a dedicated phone number).
What are the advantages of openflyers hotline?
✔
✔

A direct access with our operator (during the hours worked) who can answer immediately to your
questions which have a solution known by our team.
A better handling of your questions.

We will do our best to answer to your needs, to guide you in your search and, should the case arise, will
transfer your questions to the persons concerned.
For more details concerning our hotline for the different membership, please consult our website, tab
Telephone support:
http://www.openflyers.com/index.php/english/support/telephone-support

IE 6 VS SMARTPHONES
openflyers wishes to let you know about the next deletion of Internet Explorer 6 support on the new
release 3.0 in consideration of an adaptation to smartphones.

SUMMER HOLIDAYS
openflyers team will be on holidays from August, 15th until September, 2nd.

About Openflyers

Openflyers is a complete internet management solution for aviation structures. Leader in France, more
and more overseas customers use it thanks to its multilingual interface. Nearly 25,000 pilots interact all over
the world with Openflyers for the whole management of their aviation structure (booking, billing,
accountancy, flight tracking, maintenance).

Openflyers, this is also a development team, composed of aviation specialists, who devotes its times
since 2003 to develop the application to suit your needs an offer you a robust solution, which evolves
continuously.
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